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(57)Abstract:

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To realize a thin

film capacitor wherein leak current density is

small, by forming a first electrode layer which is

in contact with at least a high permitivity film of

an upper electrode film and has a specified

thickness, of ruthenium or ruthenium oxide.

SOLUTION: In a thin film capacitor, BST is used

as a high permitivity film 2, and a silicon (Si)

substrate 5 has a surface which is Si02 4 formed

by heat treatment, on which substarate 5 the

following are formed; Pt as a lower electrode 3, a

high permitivity fihn 2, and single layer Ru as

upper electrodes which are 30nm in thickness. An
upper electrode film 1 is composed a single layer

or a plurality of layers. The first electrode layer

which is in contact with at least the high

permitivity film 2 is composed of ruthenium(Ru)

or ruthenium oxide (RU02). It is especially



important that the thickness of the layer is less than 50nm and greater than or equal to

5nm. Thereby a thin film capacitor excellent in electric characteristics can be realized.
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* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the

original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1] The thin film capacitor characterized by for the 1st electrode layer of this up

electrode layer which touches this high dielectric constant film at least being a ruthenium

(Ru) or ruthenium oxide (Ru02), and the thickness of the aforementioned electrode layer

being less than 50nm in the thin film capacitor of the structure inserted by the up

electrode layer which a high dielectric constant thin film turns into firom a lower electrode

layer and a monolayer, or two or more layers.

[Claim 2] The manufacture method of the thin film capacitor of the structure inserted by

the up electrode layer which is characterized by providing the following, and which a

high dielectric constant thin film turns into fi*om a lower electrode layer and a monolayer,

or two or more layers The process which forms a ruthenium (Ru) or ruthenium oxide

(Ru02) as an electrode layer of this up electrode thin film which touches this high



dielectric constant film at least As 2nd electrode layer which is the best layer of this up

electrode thin film, it is oxygen.

[Claim 3] The electrode layer of the above 2nd is the manufacture method of the thin fihn

capacitor according to claim 2 which is either aluminiim (alimiinum), titanium (Ti) or a

titaniimi nitride (TiN).

[Claim 4] A high dielectric constant fihn is the manufacture method of the thin film

capacitor of the structure inserted by the lower electrode and the up electrode. In the

manufacture method by which the process of the dry etching in the atmosphere which

contains the oxygen of a ruthenium (Ru) or a ruthenixmi oxide (Ru02) layer in a lower

electrode or an up electrode at least is included The manufacture method of the thin film

capacitor characterized by a dry dirty process being an etching process in the electrode

structure where the maximum firont face of this electrode was formed by either aluminum

(aliuninimi), titanixmi (Ti) or the titanium nitride (TiN) in the electrode layer of this

ruthenixmi or ruthenium oxide.

[Claim 5] It is the electrode which consisted of a monolayer or two or more layers, to the

aforementioned electrode A ruthenixma (Ru), Or it sets to the processing method of an

electrode of having a dry etching process in the atmosphere in which the layer of

ruthenium oxide (Ru02) is contained in, and this ruthenium (Ru) or this rutheniimi oxide

(Ru02) contains oxygen. The processing method of the electrode characterized by the

process of the aforementioned dry etching being an etching process in the electrode

structure where the maximxmi fi-ont face of this electrode was formed by either alimiinum

(aluminum), titanium (Ti) or the titanium nitride (TiN).

[Translation done.]

* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the

original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[The technical field to which invention belongs] this invention relates to the object for

semiconductor devices, and the thin film capacitor for integrated circuits especially about

a thin fihn capacitor, its manufacture method, and the processing method of an electrode.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] SrTi03 which was excellent in dielectric characteristics,

insulation, and chemical stability in order to apply to the capacity film for next-

generation high-density DRAM of 1 or more Gbits, TiO (Ba, Sr)3 (henceforth BST), and

TiO (Pb, Zr)3 etc. ~ research and development of a perovskite type oxide dielectric thin

film are done Simultaneously, in order to depend in the electrode material and process



strongly, examination of an electrode material is also important for the electrical property

of a dielectric thin film.

[0003] Ru or Ru02 It has the feature that the processability is good, and the application

as an electrode material of a BST film is considered. About the thin film capacitor using

Ru as an electrode material, and its manufacture method, A. YUUKI etc. is reported in

detail to a technical digest, 115-118 pages and this technical digest, and 903-906 pages by

Y. rock shell ochre etc. in International electron device "meeting lEDM"" 1995,

respectively.

[0004] The publication of the thickness ofRu does not have an up electrode in the thin

film capacitor usmg Ru monolayer, using barium-titanate strontium (Ba, Sr) (it omitting

below Ti03; BST) as a conventional high dielectric constant film. Moreover, by the

manufacture method of the conventional thin film capacitor, micro processing ofRu is

Si02. It is carried out by the reactive-ion-etching method using the mask.

[0005]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] Generally, in order to make the capacity of a

thin film capacitor increase, it is required to make thin thickness of the high dielectric

constant film which is an electrode spacing, i.e., a capacity film. When next-generation

high-density DRAM of 1 or more Gbits is considered especially, even if it uses high

dielectric constant films, such as BST, about 20-3Onm needs to be ultra-thin-film-ized.

However, ultra-thin film-ization of such a high dielectric constant film has the problem of

increasing the leakage current of a thin film capacitor. Generally, the area of a capacitor

is taken into consideration, it is such leakage-current density of a thin film capacitor at

the IV impression time, and less than [ lxlO-8Acm-2 ] is needed.

[0006] In the conventional thin fihn capacitor, when the thickness ofBST was 25nm, the

leakage-current density in the time of IV impression is abbreviation 4xlO-8Acm-2, and

had the problem that the current density demanded was not reached.

[0007] On the other hand, it is Si02 on Ru electrode in the case ofprocessing of the up

electrode Ru by the manufacture method of the conventional thin film capacitor.

Membranes are formed, a resist is processed with the photolithography technology which

applies a resist and is generally used, and it is Si02. Patterning was carried out and Ru
was processed. Thus, at a Prior art, it is Si02. The process ofmembrane formation and

removal entered and there was a problem in respect of a throughput.

[0008] Moreover, it is Si02 although Ru must be processed in 0.1-0.2-micron size in case

Ru is used for the lower electrode of next-generation high-density DRAM of 1 or more

Gbits. When a mask was used, while there was a problem in respect of a throughput by

the above-mentioned reason, the problem was in the processing configuration. This is

Si02. It is amorphous and is Si02 to Ru dry etching. By a shoulder ******** **ing, it is

Si02. For mask area to become small and it is hard to process processed Ru
perpendicularly.

[0009] The purpose of this invention is to offer a thin film capacitor with small leakage-

current density. Moreover, a throughput is high, and since it is a process in low

temperature, it is in offering the manufacture method of a thin film capacitor of not

degrading the circuit property of a semiconductor, and it is in offering the manufacture

method of the thin fihn capacitor which processing of fiirther super-large scale

integration can attain in the target processing configuration, and the processing method of

an electrode.



[0010]

[Means for Solving the Problem] The aforementioned purpose is attained by the

following meanses. That is, this invention proposes the thin film capacitor characterized

by for the 1st electrode layer of this up electrode layer which touches this high dielectric

constant film at least being a rutheniimi (Ru) or ruthenium oxide (Ru02), and the

thickness of the aforementioned electrode layer being less than 50nm in the thin film

capacitor of the structure inserted by the up electrode layer which a high dielectric

constant thin film turns into from a lower electrode layer and a monolayer, or two or

more layers.

[00 11] Moreover, a high dielectric constant thin film sets this invention to the

manufacture method of the thin film capacitor of the structure inserted by the up

electrode layer which consists of a lower electrode layer and a monolayer, or two or more

layers. The process which forms a ruthenium (Ru) or ruthenium oxide (Ru02) as an

electrode layer of this up electrode thin film which touches this high dielectric constant

film at least, [ whether as 2nd electrode layer which is the best layer of this up electrode

thin fihn, the dry etching in the atmosphere containing oxygen *********
*s, and ] Or it

is what proposes the manufacture method of the thin film capacitor characterized by

including at least the process which forms the conductive electrode material whose etch

rate of dry etching is 1/10 or less [ of the etch rate of the 1st electrode layer ]. It includes

that the electrode layer of the above 2nd is either aluminum (alimiinum), titanium (Ti) or

a titanium nitride (TiN).

[0012] Moreover, this invention is the manufacture method of the thin fihn capacitor of

the structure where the high dielectric constant film was inserted by the lower electrode

and the up electrode. In the manufacture method by which the process of the dry etching

in the atmosphere which contains the oxygen of a ruthenium (Ru) or a ruthenium oxide

(Ru02) layer in a lower electrode or an up electrode at least is included The electrode

layer of this ruthenium or ruthenium oxide a dry dirty process It is what proposes the

manufacture method of the thin film capacitor characterized by being an etching process

in the electrode structure where the maximum front face of this electrode was formed by

either aluminum (aluminimi), titanium (Ti) or the titanium nitride (TiN). this invention is

the electrode which consisted of a monolayer or two or more layers, to the

aforementioned electrode Furthermore, a ruthenium (Ru), Or it sets to the processing

method of an electrode of having a dry etching process in the atmosphere in which the

layer ofruthenium oxide (Ru02) is contained in, and this ruthenium (Ru) or this

ruthenium oxide (Ru02) contains oxygen. The processing method of the electrode

characterized by the process of the aforementioned dry etching being an etching process

in the electrode structure where the maximum front face of this electrode was formed by

either aluminum (aluminimi), titanium (Ti) or the titanium nitride (TiN) is proposed.

[0013]

[Embodiments of the Invention] Hereafter, this invention is explained still in detail.

[0014] this invention person etc. uses BST as a high dielectric constant film, and is Ru
and Ru02 as an up electrode. It used, respectively, the thin film capacitor was formed,

and the leakage-current property was investigated. A lower electrode is platinum (Pt).

Consequently, it found out that a leakage current decreased by setting thickness of an up

electrode to lOOnm or less. Simultaneously, thickness found out that the downward

tendency of a leakage current was remarkable by less than 50nm. When thickness of an



up electrode was based on 200nm, thickness decreased to 10 by about 1/by 50nm, and

thickness decreased to 15 by about 1/in 30nm. Although the detail of this reason is

unknown, reduction of the damage to the BST film at the time ofup electrode formation

and reduction of stress can be considered.

[0015] this invention person etc. is Ru and Ru02 as an up electrode layer which touches

BST, using BST as a high dielectric constant film, aluminum, Ti, and TiN were formed in

the upper part, respectively. It is Ru and Ru02, applying a resist besides, processing a

resist with the usual photolithography technology, and using it as a mask. Dry etching of

each upper conductive electrode was carried out. Chlorine gas was used at this time.

Continuously, it is Ru and Ru02 in the atmosphere containing oxygen. When dry etching

is carried out, it is Ru and Ru02. Although etching advances with etching also in a resist,

it is Ru and Ru02, The upper conductive electrode is not made to********** but is Ru
and Ru02. It turns out that it is processible. The resist which remained is 02. It was

easily removable by ashing. Simultaneously, it is Ru and Ru02. When the upper

conductive electrode was usable as an up electrode as it is and it was uimecessary, the

thing possible dirtily in a businesslike manner was also continuously checked after resist

removal. At this technique, it is Si02. It became clear that the process of formation and

removal is unnecessary, it is very simple, and a throughput is high. Moreover, it is Ru of

the 1st electrode, and Ru02, wittiout making the 2nd electrode **********^ even if the

etch rate of dry etching uses 1/10 or less electrode material of the etch rate of the 1st

electrode layer as 2nd electrode layer. It turns out that it is processible.

[0016] the same ~ especially ~ Ru and Ru02 the time of it being overly detailed-alike

and processing it ~ Ru and Ru02 Although alimiinimi, Ti, or TiN was formed in the

upper surface of an electrode and dry etching processing was performed at the same

process as the above, it was possible to have not carried out the shoulder collapse of

alimiinimi, Ti, or the TiN at all, but to have processed Ru and Ru02 into a perpendicular

mostly.

[0017] Furthermore, this invention is explained with reference to a drawing.

[0018] Drawing 1 is the cross section showing an example of the thin film capacitor of

this invention. The thin film capacitor of this invention comes to prepare the structure

where the high dielectric constant thin film 2 was inserted by the lower electrode 3 and

the up electrode layer 1 on the Si02 silicon (Si) substrate 5 in which the substrate fi^ont

face was formed by thermal oxidation and which has 4, as shown in drawing 1 .

[0019] as the high dielectric constant thin film 2 -- SrTiOB, TiO (Ba, Sr)3 (BST),

BaTi03, TiO (Pb, Zr)3, and SrBi2 Ta 209 etc. ~ it is mentioned and the range of

thickness of 15-200nm is desirable

[0020] It consists of a monolayer or two or more layers, and the 1st electrode layer which

touches a high dielectric constant film at least consists of a ruthenium (Ru) or ruthenium

oxide (Ru02), and, as for the up electrode layer 1, it is important that the thickness is

especially less than 50nm 5nm or more.

[0021] Since the leakage current of a thin film capacitor will be increased if thickness

exceeds 50nm, it is [ a problem (local discontinuity in a field) firom which a

homogeneous membrane is hard to be obtained in less than 5nm ] preferably and is not

desirable. Moreover, when the up electrode layer 1 consists oftwo or more layers, as the

2nd electrode layer, aluminum (aluminxmi), titanium (Ti), or a titanium nitride (TiN) is

used preferably.



[0022] Moreover, Pt, Ru, Ru02, Ir, and Ir02 grade are mentioned as a lower electrode 3,

and the range of thickness of 5-500nm is desirable.

[0023] Each aforementioned fihn can be formed by methods, such as the DC magnetron-

sputtering method, the RF magnetron-sputtering method, an efficient consumer response

spatter, and a vapor growth.

[0024]

[Example] An example explains this invention still more concretely below.

[0025] (Example 1) The example of this invention is explained hereafter, referring to

drawing 1 . Drawing 1 is the cross section of the thin film capacitor in connection with an

example 1. It has the structure where 30nm ofRu of a monolayer was formed as Pt, the

high dielectric constant film 2, and an up electrode as a lower electrode 3 on the Si02

silicon (Si) substrate 5 in which the substrate fi-ont face was formed by thermal oxidation

and which has 4, using BST as a high dielectric constant film 2. In this example, BST
thickness is 30nm and all the films were formed by the DC magnetron sputtering method.

The configuration of an up electrode is the round shape of 0.2mmphi. As a result of

measuring an electrical property, the dielectric constant was 290 and the leakage-current

density J was 8xlO-9Acm-2. in order to investigate the effect ofthin-film-izing ofRu of

this invention, as a result of changing the thickness ofRu which is an up electrode to

200nm and investigating it to the same sample, by 200nm, J is 1.5xlO-8Acm-2 in 8x10-

8Acm-2,100nm, and the effect which is this invention was checked The dielectric

constant bases on the thickness of an up electrode and was fixed.

[0026] (Example 2) It has structure which is the electrode by which Ru (30nm) and

aluminum (lOOnm) were carried out as a lower electrode 3 like the example 1 on the

Si02 silicon (Si) substrate 5 in which the substrate firont face was formed by thermal

oxidation, and which has 4, using BST as a high dielectric constant film 2, and the

laminating was carried out to the order of a lower shell as Pt, the high dielectric constant

film 2, and an up electrode. In this example, BST thickness is 30nm and all the films

were formed by the DC magnetron sputtering method. The configuration of an up

electrode is the round shape of 0.2mmphi. As a result of measuring an electrical property,

the dielectric constant was 290 and the leakage-current density J was 8xlO-9Acm-2. In

order to investigate the effect of this invention, the same with having carried out in the

example 1, the thickness of aluminum of an up electrode layer was set constant, and the

effect of thin-film-izing ofRu was investigated. It is completely the same as that of an

example 1, and a result is a book.

[0027] (Example 3) By this example, the example which used TiN as Ru and 2nd

electrode layer as 1st electrode layer ofBST and the up electrode 1 as Ru02 and a high

dielectric constant film 2 as a lower electrode 3 is explained, referring to drawing 2 .

[0028] On the Si02 silicon (Si) substrate 5 which was formed by thermal oxidation and

which has 4, the substrate fi'ont face formed the lower electrode 3 (Ru02), the high

dielectric constant film 2 (BST), the 1st electrode layer 6 of the up electrode 1 (Ru), and

the 2nd electrode layer 7 (TiN) by the DC magnetron-sputtering method one by one.

30nm and the 2nd electrode layer set thickness to 200nm, and 30nm and the 1st electrode

layer set [ the lower electrode ] BST to 70nm. Continuously, the resist 8 was applied and

the substrate shown in drawing 2 (a) was obtained. With the lithography technology by

the usual i line, it exposed, the resist was processed, and drawing 2 (b) was formed. It is

TiN which this substrate is put into a dry etching system, and is the 2nd electrode layer 7



first C12 It
****** ****ed by plasma gas. At this time, the chamber pressures of an

etching system were 15mTorr(s), and plasma power was SOW. Ru which is the 1st

electrode layer 6 continuously ~ 02 C12 mixed gas (C12 is 10%) ~ using ~ etching ~ the

bottom The chamber pressures at this time are 20mTorr(s), and plasma power is lOOW.

Although most resists disappeared Ru in dry etching, in order to remove the resist which

remained, ashing by oxygen plasma removed. Consequently, the thin film capacitor into

which the up electrode as shown in drawing 2 (c) was processed was obtained. Similarly,

although inquired by the same manufacture method, using aluminum or Ti as 2nd

electrode layer, the completely same thin fihn capacitor was obtained. The electrical

property of this capacitor showed the same good property as examples 1 and 2.

[0029] At this process, it is Si02 as a mask. It does not form but is a book.

[0030] C12 although the 2nd electrode layer was not removed but it was used as it is as an

electrode in the above-mentioned example, after carrying out ashing removal of the resist

Although the thin film capacitor from which the 2nd electrode layer 7 (TiN) was removed

by the dry etching by plasma gas was also made, the case where it does not remove, and

the electrical property were the same.

[003 1] (Example 4) this example explains Ru which is a lower electrode using drawing 3

about the example which carried out micro processing very much.

[0032] On the Si02 silicon (Si) substrate 5 in which the substrate front face was formed

by thermal oxidation and which has 4, Ru9 was formed by 300nm and TiN10 was formed

by lOOnm and the DC magnetron-sputtering method. The substrate which drawing 3 (a)

Comes to apply the chemistry amplification resist 8 to this substrate was formed. By
electron beam exposure, the processing size 0.2 micron xO.5 micron pattern was formed,

and the substrate which drawing 3 (b) Comes to process a resist 8 was formed. It is C12

about TiN 10, putting this substrate into a dry etching system, and using a resist 8 as a

mask. Etching by plasma was performed. The pressures of the etching system at this time

are 15mTorr(s), and plasma power is SOW. continuing — Ru 902 C12 mixed gas (C12 is

10%) — using — etching — the bottom The chamber pressures at this time are 20mTorr(s),

and plasma power is lOOW. The resist disappeared Ru in dry etching. Continuously, it is

C12 about TiN10. Plasma etching was carried out, it removed and the substrate shown in

drawing 3 (c) was obtained. The pressures of the etching system at this time are

15mTorr(s), and plasma power is SOW.

[0033] As a result of observing the obtained substrate with an electron microscope, it

checked that processing was made as a design size. Moreover, the same result was

obtained although experimented also about the case where Ti or aluminum is used for a

change of TiN.

[0034] in the above-mentioned example, although BST was used as a high dielectric

constant film, this invention is limited to this material ~ not having - a strontium titanate

(SrTi03), a barium titanate (BaTi03), and TiO(Pb, Zr) 3 SrBi2 Ta 209 etc. - other high

dielectric films are sufficient

[0035] Although the DC magnetron-sputtering method was used as the membrane

formation method of an electrode and a dielectric in the above-mentioned example, this

invention may not be limited to this but the RF magnetron-sputtering method, an efficient

consumer response spatter, and ************ are sufficient as it.

[0036] Although Ru was used in the above-mentioned example, this invention may not be

limited to this material, but Ru02 is sufficient as it.



[0037]

[Effect of the Invention] As mentioned above, as explained, according to the thin film

capacitor of this invention, it is effective in leakage-current density being small and

excelling in an electrical property. Moreover, according to the manufacture method of the

thin film capacitor of this invention, a throughput is high, and since it is a process in low

temperature, it is effective in the ability ofprocessing of further super-large scale

integration which does not degrade the circuit property of a semiconductor to attain in the

target processing configuration.

[Translation done.]

TECHNICAL FIELD

[The technical field to which invention belongs] this invention relates to the object for

semiconductor devices, and the thin film capacitor for integrated circuits especially about

a thin fihn capacitor, its manufacture method, and the processing method of an electrode.

[0002]

[Translation done.]

PRIOR ART

[Description ofthe Prior Art] SrTi03 which was excellent in dielectric characteristics,

insulation, and chemical stability in order to apply to the capacity fihn for next-

generation high-density DRAM of 1 or more Gbits, TiO (Ba, Sr)3 (henceforth BST), and

TiO (Pb, Zr)3 etc. ~ research and development of a perovskite type oxide dielectric thin

film are done Simultaneously, in order to depend in the electrode material and process

strongly, examination of an electrode material is also important for the electrical property

of a dielectric thin film.

[0003] Ru or Ru02 It has the feature that the processability is good, and the application

as an electrode material of a BST film is considered. About the thin film capacitor using

Ru as an electrode material, and its manufacture method, A. YUUKI etc. is reported in

detail to a technical digest, 115-118 pages and this technical digest, and 903-906 pages by

Y. rock shell ochre etc. in International electron device "meeting lEDM"" 1995,

respectively.

[0004] The publication of the thickness ofRu does not have an up electrode in the thin

film capacitor using Ru monolayer, using barium-titanate strontixxm (Ba, Sr) (it omitting

below Ti03; BST) as a conventional high dielectric constant film. Moreover, by the

manufacture method of the conventional thin film capacitor, micro processing ofRu is

Si02. It is carried out by the reactive-ion-etching method using the mask.

[Translation done.]

EFFECT OF THE INVENTION



[Effect of the Invention] As mentioned above, as explained, according to the thin film

capacitor of this invention, it is effective in leakage-current density being small and

excelling in an electrical property. Moreover, according to the manufacture method of the

thin film capacitor of this invention, a throughput is high, and since it is a process in low

temperature, it is effective in the ability ofprocessing of further super-large scale

integration which does not degrade the circuit property of a semiconductor to attain in the

target processing configuration.

[Translation done.]

* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the

original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

TECHNICAL PROBLEM

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] Generally, in order to make the capacity of a

thin film capacitor increase, it is required to make thin thickness of the high dielectric

constant film which is an electrode spacing, i.e., a capacity film. When next-generation

high-density DRAM of 1 or more Gbits is considered especially, even if it uses high

dielectric constant films, such as BST, about 20-3Onm needs to be ultra-thin-film-ized.

However, ultra-thin film-ization of such a high dielectric constant film has the problem of

increasing the leakage current of a thin film capacitor. Generally, the area of a capacitor

is taken into consideration, it is such leakage-current density of a thin film capacitor at

the IV impression time, and less than [ lxlO-8Acm-2 ] is needed.

[0006] In the conventional thin film capacitor, when the thickness ofBST was 25nm, the

leakage-current density in the time of IV impression is abbreviation 4xlO-8Acm-2, and

had the problem that the current density demanded was not reached.

[0007] On the other hand, it is Si02 on Ru electrode in the case ofprocessing of the up

electrode Ru by the manufacture method of the conventional thin film capacitor.

Membranes are formed, a resist is processed with the photolithography technology which

applies a resist and is generally used, and it is Si02. Patterning was carried out and Ru
was processed. Thus, at a Prior art, it is Si02. The process ofmembrane formation and

removal entered and there was a problem in respect of a throughput.

[0008] Moreover, it is Si02 although Ru must be processed in 0.1-0.2-micron size in case

Ru is used for the lower electrode of next-generation high-density DRAM of 1 or more

Gbits. When a mask was used, while there was a problem in respect of a throughput by

the above-mentioned reason, the problem was in the processing configuration. This is

Si02. It is amorphous and is Si02 to Ru dry etching. By a shoulder ******* ***ing, it is

Si02. For mask area to become small and it is hard to process processed Ru
perpendicularly.

[0009] The purpose of this invention is to offer a thin film capacitor with small leakage-



current density. Moreover, a throughput is high, and since it is a process in low

temperature, it is in offering the manufacture method of a thin fihn capacitor of not

degrading the circuit property of a semiconductor, and it is in offering the manufacture

method of the thin film capacitor which processing of fiirther super-large scale

integration can attain in the target processing configuration, and the processing method of

an electrode.

[Translation done.]

MEANS

[Means for Solving the Problem] The aforementioned purpose is attained by the

following meanses. That is, this invention proposes the thin film capacitor characterized

by for the 1st electrode layer ofthis up electrode layer which touches this high dielectric

constant film at least being a ruthenixmi (Ru) or ruthenium oxide (Ru02), and the

thickness of the aforementioned electrode layer being less than 50nm in the thin film

capacitor of the structure inserted by the up electrode layer which a high dielectric

constant thin film turns into fi-om a lower electrode layer and a monolayer, or two or

more layers.

[001 1] Moreover, a high dielectric constant thin film sets this invention to the

manufacture method of the thin film capacitor of the structure inserted by the up

electrode layer which consists of a lower electrode layer and a monolayer, or two or more

layers. The process which forms a ruthenium (Ru) or ruthenium oxide (Ru02) as an

electrode layer of this up electrode thin film which touches this high dielectric constant

film at least, [ whether as 2nd electrode layer which is the best layer of this up electrode

thin film, the dry etching in the atmosphere containing oxygen ********** ^^d ] Or it

is what proposes the manufacture method of the thin film capacitor characterized by

including at least the process which forms the conductive electrode material whose etch

rate of dry etching is 1/10 or less [ of the etch rate of the 1st electrode layer ]. It includes

that the electrode layer of the above 2nd is either aluminum (aluminum), titanium (Ti) or

a titanium nitride (TiN).

[0012] Moreover, this invention is the manufacture method of the thin film capacitor of

the structure where the high dielectric constant film was inserted by the lower electrode

and the up electrode. In the manufacture method by which the process of the dry etching

in the atmosphere which contains the oxygen of a ruthenium (Ru) or a rutheniiun oxide

(Ru02) layer in a lower electrode or an up electrode at least is included The electrode

layer of this ruthenium or ruthenium oxide a dry dirty process It is what proposes the

manufacture method of the thin film capacitor characterized by being an etching process

in the electrode structure where the maximum fi-ont face of this electrode was formed by

either aluminum (aluminum), titanium (Ti) or the titanium nitride (TiN). this invention is

the electrode which consisted of a monolayer or two or more layers, to the

aforementioned electrode Furthermore, a ruthenium (Ru), Or it sets to the processing

method of an electrode of having a dry etching process in the atmosphere in which the

layer of ruthenium oxide (Ru02) is contained in, and this ruthenium (Ru) or this



ruthenium oxide (Ru02) contains oxygen. The processing method of the electrode

characterized by the process of the aforementioned dry etching being an etching process

in the electrode structure where the maximum front face of this electrode was formed by

either aluminum (aluminum), titaniimi (Ti) or the titanimn nitride (TiN) is proposed.

[0013]

[Embodiments of the Invention] Hereafter, this invention is explained still in detail.

[0014] this invention person etc. uses BST as a high dielectric constant film, and is Ru
and Ru02 as an up electrode. It used, respectively, the thin film capacitor was formed,

and the leakage-current property was investigated. A lower electrode is platinimi (Pt).

Consequently, it found out that a leakage current decreased by setting thickness of an up

electrode to lOOnm or less. Simultaneously, thickness foimd out that the downward
tendency of a leakage current was remarkable by less than 50nm. When thickness of an

up electrode was based on 200imi, thickness decreased to 10 by about 1/by 50nm, and

thickness decreased to 15 by about 1/in 30nm. Although the detail of this reason is

unknown, reduction of the damage to the BST film at the time ofup electrode formation

and reduction of stress can be considered.

[0015] this invention person etc. is Ru and Ru02 as an up electrode layer which touches

BST, using BST as a high dielectric constant film, alimiinimi, Ti, and TiN were formed in

the upper part, respectively. It is Ru and Ru02, applying a resist besides, processing a

resist with the usual photolithography technology, and using it as a mask. Dry etching of

each upper conductive electrode was carried out. Chlorine gas was used at this time.

Continuously, it is Ru and Ru02 in the atmosphere containing oxygen. When dry etching

is carried out, it is Ru and Ru02. Although etching advances with etching also in a resist,

it is Ru and Ru02. The upper conductive electrode is not made to ********** but is Ru
and Ru02. It turns out that it is processible. The resist which remained is 02. It was
easily removable by ashing. Simultaneously, it is Ru and Ru02, When the upper

conductive electrode was usable as an up electrode as it is and it was unnecessary, the

thing possible dirtily in a businesslike manner was also continuously checked after resist

removal. At this technique, it is Si02. It became clear that the process of formation and

removal is unnecessary, it is very simple, and a throughput is high. Moreover, it is Ru of

the 1st electrode, and Ru02, wilhout making the 2nd electrode **********^ even if the

etch rate of dry etching uses 1/10 or less electrode material of the etch rate of the 1st

electrode layer as 2nd electrode layer. It turns out that it is processible.

[0016] the same ~ especially - Ru and Ru02 the time of it being overly detailed-alike

and processing it ~ Ru and Ru02 Although alxmiimmi, Ti, or TiN was formed in the

upper surface of an electrode and dry etching processing was performed at the same

process as the above, it was possible to have not carried out the shoulder collapse of

aliuninum, Ti, or the TiN at all, but to have processed Ru and Ru02 into a perpendicular

mostly.

[0017] Furthermore, this invention is explained with reference to a drawing.

[0018] Drawing 1 is the cross section showing an example of the thin film capacitor of

this invention. The thin film capacitor of this invention comes to prepare the structure

where the high dielectric constant thin film 2 was inserted by the lower electrode 3 and

the up electrode layer 1 on the Si02 silicon (Si) substrate 5 in which the substrate front

face was formed by thermal oxidation and which has 4, as shown in drawing 1

.

[0019] as the high dielectric constant thin film 2 SrTi03, TiO (Ba, Sr)3 (BST),



BaTi03, TiO (Pb, Zr)3, and SrBi2 Ta 209 etc. - it is mentioned and the range of

thickness of 15-200nm is desirable

[0020] It consists of a monolayer or two or more layers, and the 1st electrode layer which

touches a high dielectric constant film at least consists of a rutheniimi (Ru) or ruthenium

oxide (Ru02), and, as for the up electrode layer 1, it is important that the thickness is

especially less than 50nm 5nm or more.

[0021] Since the leakage current of a thin film capacitor will be increased if thickness

exceeds SOnm, it is [ a problem (local discontinuity in a field) from which a

homogeneous membrane is hard to be obtained in less than 5nm ] preferably and is not

desirable. Moreover, when the up electrode layer 1 consists oftwo or more layers, as the

2nd electrode layer, aluminum (alimiinum), titanium (Ti), or a titaniimi nitride (TiN) is

used preferably.

[0022] Moreover, Pt, Ru, Ru02, Ir, and Ir02 grade are mentioned as a lower electrode 3,

and the range ofthickness of 5-500nm is desirable.

[0023] Each aforementioned film can be formed by methods, such as the DC magnetron-

sputtering method, the RF magnetron-sputtering method, an efficient consumer response

spatter, and a vapor growth.

[Translation done.]

EXAMPLE

[Example] An example explains this invention still more concretely below.

[0025] (Example 1) The example of this invention is explained hereafter, referring to

drawing 1 . Drawing 1 is the cross section of the thin film capacitor in connection with an

example 1. It has the structure where 30nm ofRu of a monolayer was formed as Pt, the

high dielectric constant film 2, and an up electrode as a lower electrode 3 on the Si02

silicon (Si) substrate 5 in which the substrate front face was formed by thermal oxidation

and which has 4, using BST as a high dielectric constant film 2. In this example, BST
thickness is 30nm and all the films were formed by the DC magnetron sputtering method.

The configuration of an up electrode is the roimd shape of 0.2mmphi. As a result of

measuring an electrical property, the dielectric constant was 290 and the leakage-current

density J was 8xl0-9Acm-2. in order to investigate the effect of thin-film-izing ofRu of

this invention, as a result of changing the thickness ofRu which is an up electrode to

200nm and investigating it to the same sample, by 200nm, J is 1.5xlO-8Acm-2 in 8x10-

8Acm-2,100nm, and the effect which is this invention was checked The dielectric

constant bases on the thickness of an up electrode and was fixed.

[0026] (Example 2) It has structure which is the electrode by which Ru (30nm) and

alxmiinum (lOOnm) were carried out as a lower electrode 3 like the example 1 on the

Si02 silicon (Si) substrate 5 in which the substrate front face was formed by thermal

oxidation, and which has 4, using BST as a high dielectric constant film 2, and the

laminating was carried out to the order of a lower shell as Pt, the high dielectric constant

film 2, and an up electrode. In this example, BST thickness is 30nm and all the films

were formed by the DC magnetron sputtering method. The configuration of an up

electrode is the roimd shape of 0.2mmphi. As a result ofmeasuring an electrical property,

the dielectric constant was 290 and the leakage-current density J was 8xlO-9Acm-2. In



order to investigate the effect of this invention, the same with having carried out in the

example 1, the thickness of aluminum of an up electrode layer was set constant, and the

effect of thin-film-izing ofRu was investigated. It is completely the same as that of an

example 1, and a result is a book.

[0027] (Example 3) By this example, the example which used TiN as Ru and 2nd

electrode layer as 1st electrode layer ofBST and the up electrode 1 as Ru02 and a high

dielectric constant film 2 as a lower electrode 3 is explained, referring to drawing 2 .

[0028] On the Si02 silicon (Si) substrate 5 which was formed by thermal oxidation and

which has 4, the substrate fi-ont face formed the lower electrode 3 (Ru02), the high

dielectric constant film 2 (BST), the 1st electrode layer 6 of the up electrode 1 (Ru), and

the 2nd electrode layer 7 (TiN) by the DC magnetron-sputtering method one by one.

30nm and the 2nd electrode layer set thickness to 200nm, and 30nm and the 1st electrode

layer set [ the lower electrode ] BST to 70nm. Continuously, the resist 8 was applied and

the substrate shown in drawing 2 (a) was obtained. With the lithography technology by

the usual i line, it exposed, the resist was processed, and drawing 2 (b) was formed. It is

TiN which this substrate is put into a dry etching system, and is the 2nd electrode layer 7

first C12 It
**********ed by plasma gas. At this time, the chamber pressures of an

etching system were 15mTorr(s), and plasma power was SOW. Ru which is the 1st

electrode layer 6 continuously — 02 C12 mixed gas (C12 is 10%) ~ using ~ etching ~ the

bottom The chamber pressures at this time are 20mTorr(s), and plasma power is lOOW.

Although most resists disappeared Ru in dry etching, in order to remove the resist which

remained, ashing by oxygen plasma removed. Consequently, the thin film capacitor into

which the up electrode as shown in drawing 2 (c) was processed was obtained. Similarly,

although inquired by the same manufacture method, using aluminum or Ti as 2nd

electrode layer, the completely same thin film capacitor was obtained. The electrical

property of this capacitor showed the same good property as examples 1 and 2.

[0029] At this process, it is Si02 as a mask. It does not form but is a book.

[0030] C12 although the 2nd electrode layer was not removed but it was used as it is as an

electrode in the above-mentioned example, after carrying out ashing removal of the resist

Although the thin film capacitor fi-om which the 2nd electrode layer 7 (TiN) was removed

by the dry etching by plasma gas was also made, the case where it does not remove, and

the electrical property were the same.

[0031] (Example 4) this example explains Ru which is a lower electrode using drawing 3

about the example which carried out micro processing very much.

[0032] On the Si02 silicon (Si) substrate 5 in which the substrate fi"ont face was formed

by thermal oxidation and which has 4, Ru9 was formed by 300imi and TiN10 was formed

by lOOnm and the DC magnetron-sputtering method. The substrate which drawing 3 (a)

Comes to apply the chemistry amplification resist 8 to this substrate was formed. By
electron beam exposure, the processing size 0.2 micron xO.5 micron pattern was formed,

and the substrate which drawing 3 (b) Comes to process a resist 8 was formed. It is C12

about TiN 10, putting this substrate into a dry etching system, and using a resist 8 as a

mask. Etching by plasma was performed. The pressures of the etching system at this time

are 15mTorr(s), and plasma power is SOW. continuing ~ Ru 902 C12 mixed gas (C12 is

10%) — using — etching - the bottom The chamber pressures at this time are 20mTorr(s),

and plasma power is lOOW. The resist disappeared Ru in dry etching. Continuously, it is

C12 about TiN 10. Plasma etching was carried out, it removed and the substrate shown in



drawing 3 (c) was obtained. The pressures of the etching system at this time are

15mTorr(s), and plasma power is SOW.

[0033] As a result of observing the obtained substrate with an electron microscope, it

checked that processing was made as a design size. Moreover, the same result was

obtained although experimented also about the case where Ti or alxmiinum is used for a

change of TiN.

[0034] in the above-mentioned example, although BST was used as a high dielectric

constant film, this invention is limited to this material ~ not having ~ a strontium titanate

(SrTi03), a barium titanate (BaTi03), and TiO(Pb, Zr) 3 SrBi2 Ta 209 etc. other high

dielectric films are sufficient

[0035] Although the DC magnetron-sputtering method was used as the membrane
formation method of an electrode and a dielectric in the above-mentioned example, this

invention may not be limited to this but the RF magnetron-sputtering method, an efficient

consumer response spatter, and ************ are sufficient as it.

[0036] Although Ru was used in the above-mentioned example, this invention may not be

limited to this material, but Ru02 is sufficient as it.

[Translation done.]

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[Brief Description of the Drawings]

[Drawing 1] It is the cross section of the thin film capacitor in which one example of this

invention is shown.

[Drawing 2] Drawing 2 (a) - (c) is the manufacturing process view of the thin film

capacitor in which one example of this invention is shown.

[Drawing 3] Drawing 3 (a) - (c) is the manufacturing process view of the thin film

capacitor in which one example of this invention is shown.

[Description of Notations]

1 Up Electrode

2 High Dielectric Constant Film

3 Lower Electrode

4Si02
5 Si Substrate

6 1st Electrode Layer

7 2nd Electrode Layer

8 Resist

9Ru
10 TiN

[Translation done.]



* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

1 .This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the

original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.
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.

5 X 1 0"8a cm"2-Cfey, ^^^©SSSA^'JS^^FtL

) ^ nmW^ 0-1 6 3 44 7
6

tz. mmmt. ±^mm(ommz^kir-^x&^tzo
[0026] mmm 2) mmm 1 tmm\z. mmmm
m2tLXBST^mi\ ^mmmtmmitxmm^h
tzS i02 4^W-r^vU3> (Si) a«5±IC, T
sumss irLTP t , mmnmmzs ±^n®tLXR
u (30 nm) s A I (1 OOnm) A^TA^

^titznmx^mj&tu^xi^h. zommmxit.
B S 7^11143 On m-Cfcy, "T^T^KliD CV^>

Bttl±, 0. ZmmdXDPiBXhho nfin\i^m^L

Aft. IISSIJlll -effofcci: tPifilic. ±giJm*lga)A I

ro^n^-^irLT. Rua)}iiHba)ias^al'<f=o i!S

[0027] (Ulils^js) *^]!lSfii|-c?(i. Tgpm^iai:
LTRu02 . l^WIMmMZtLXBSTs ±^mB^
(r)m-\<ommmtLXRu. mzommmtLxj \ n

[0 0 2 8] affiSS*«Sfti6<bT?ff^jS^?*ifcS i ©2 4

$^-ri.vyzi> (S 1) «fi5±lc, TSUmSS (R

u02 ) > i§f^m^il2 (BST) , ±g|im@10mi
(D«aS6 (Ru) , IS2(DmSS7 (TiN) ^JiSJj

«*l*<2 00nms B S T I* 3 0 n m. ||l©^<iB*<
3 0 nm, ||2(7)«<iBA<7 0 nmirLfr. ilSitT, U
vXhS^^^liU S2 (a) IC:Tx-rS1fi$^#fco Ui?

7. h^a^t;) I ^icj:^y v^'^^'^'fiiiiifizj: y^3fe,

JDXL, S2 (b) ^WMLtz. C£OS<fi$ K^-fx-y

^^•^ssi^A+i. m2(DmSl7-efc^T i N

l2 3^^Xv**XICcl; yx-yT>'j7 Lfco ZCDB#,

X-y^V^/^gro^^-V^/X-E^lil 5mTo r r,

1±5 OW-Cfeofr„ i^ltr, lBl(D®ig6
C&-6Ru$02 tC l2 ©jg^**;^ (C I 2 *^1 O

%) ^fflt^TX-y^>^-Lfco C(7)B#(D^F-V>/\*E*I±

2 0mTor li 1 0 OWefci>o R
K^-fx-y^^^'ifilzUvX ^•l±(S^:^i:/l^L/i:

^mi^xmmtmitismxitktiLtziiK ^^tz<^mt6:

I*, mmm^. ztmmu^mi^miriLtz,
[0029] Z<DX.mX\t. 77.<PtLXS i O2 ^ffJ

[0030] ±aaii]56<5ii-c \t. m 2 onmm ^i^s-a-

Copy from ISTA



( 5 )

8
!^gfl¥l 0-1 6 3 4 4 7

v^:y<fiz^^)mz(ommm7 (ti n) ^u^Ltzm

[00 3 1] immmA.) ^njsijij-cii, Tai5«*i-efc

•SRu ^®^SifflJnxLfc<5i|lcc»i^-c[a3 ^ffll^TsjiW"f

•So

[00 3 2] m^nmmmit-QWtmi^htzs \ 02 4

^W'f'Sv'J 3 > (S i ) S1S5±IC. Ru 9 ^3 00
nm. TiNIO^IOOnm, DCV'?>hP>X/<

^m^L. 0 3 (a) ^iSSIg^JKfiELfc,

(7)/^^->^ff^l«L. UvXh 8 ^JaXL, 03 (b)

IcAtl, UvT. VS^^T^^t LT, T i N 1 O^C I

^^^-^SCDE^llil 5mTor r. :^7XV/<9-l*5
OWefeSo il^lt-C, Ru9$02 tc I2 <D;i^*'^

(C I 2 A^l 0%) $fflL^XX'V^>^*Lf:o COB#fl)

9^-V>Aff*(i2 0mTo r r . X^/^^-li 1 0

OWCfeSo Ru$ K7'rx-y^>^ftti|cUvXhl±>N

^Lfco l^ltr, T i N1 O^C l2 3^7XTX-y^>
^7L^*L. 03 (c) Sffi^^fco C0B#(DX

V'}^><flSiW<DE.tl\t^ 5mTo r 3^^XVy«7—
(isow-efc-So

[00 3 3] ^§btLfcS«^«^SIS^-ell^L/i«S

/to T i NOlEt^yiCT i , 5£I±A I ^fflUfclf

[0 0 3 4] ±BH^J6m[i, i^Sll:$^<!: LTBST

hP>^'!7A (S r T i O3 ) .5^^ >K/<'J't7A (B

aTi03)» (Pb. Zr)Ti03^?>SrBi2T

3 2 O9 JtJi:*ffiroiii^mtt:lg-etat\

[0 03 5] ±BE^]K5fii|-e(i, mmRummW(omm:^

[0 03 6] ±SMmW-G\t. Ru^fflL^fcA^,

[0 03 7]

-e0 p
-b;^ -c ifti^i^t*:© BKIf <b^F -1+

^

[01] *|gW(D-|ISH5il^^f »li4^A'/^>^0)Bfil

0-efc'l).

[02] 02 (a) ~ (c) it:^mf^<D-mmm^ir^t

[0 3] 03 (a) ~ (c) \t:^nmo)-mmm^m-t
^H^-v ^^v (DMjtxg0-efc So

1 ±SP«4i
2

3 Tsnm®
4 S i O2
5 s

6 Si (OII^S

7 mzcomum
8 ly'jT. h

9 R u

10 TIN

[0 1]

a
-4Si02
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( 6 )

10
^m^^ 0-1 6 3 447

[[S3]

(a)

Cb)

i~i 1

7

5

(a)

(b)

8 l^y

•lOTiN

.9Ru

n n n rhr'Q

3-4

5

(c) -^6

^^2

--3

'-5

CO

.^5

(51) Int. CI. 6 FI
H 0 1 L 21/822
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(19)B4^B^$fPff (JP) (12) i& ij^F ilP ^ ^ (A)

#il¥10- 163447

(43)^110 ¥^10^(1998) 6^190

(BDlntCl."

HOIL 27/108

21/8242

21/3065

21/461

27/04

F I

HOIL 27/10

21/461

21/302

27/04

6 5 1

J

C

^mist m m^m<Dfks ol (^ 6 h) e»H(rjK<

(21)tbH»^ »H¥8 -321636 (71)tHIRA 000004237

(22) tamU ¥JS 8^ (1998)12^ 2 B

(72)58M#

«]KS«K25Tg7l
MB m IHt

(72)58M# Wffl

(74)«HA

(54) KS^qco^sa;] »K=lPY/v>$', •e©«3i;&jifej;r;«*©l)ni:i&»

{57) [mm V 1 Ji^effi

:h-4Si02

5SiS
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(2)

1

%mtmhW.\(r>^mmv=r~-^i-. (Ru) , ^(i

WOV^-^J^ (RuOz ) •C-|)0, *>OffiSmfiS^c7)

1^*5 5 0 n m*iS-e*>l. i 1 5r#S(t thMW^ +^n'

i: %,w.m,%mi^zmhwmt ix)Vt=^'^2^ ( r

u) . ^^ii?^b;^r-'>A (RuOz )

m.i>^n 1 i7)i:fiiiiox -y ^ynmin i/ 1 o JiiTt-

[fBi^«3] B(ries2co«®i{ir/L'5-'>A (A 20

1 ) , -f^y (T i ) , mtmit^i'y (tin) ov^

mmA ] mmv.mmK rum. mL^-m

u) , Mmit>VT~^2^ (Ru02 ) m<mmi'ktj
i?Hmw H ^ ^ X /f-y tixmmm

S: H 5 X .y ^<r>xn.tiK lli«ffic73ftaffiASr/l'S 30

A (Ai ) , ^^y (Ti ) , ^lig'lb^^y (Ti

N) (7)v^-fft*>-C'm$ix/"^««E«jtT(7)x.y^y/I

imm 5] mmmx-mfH^ix.fznmx'.
«>o|?iB«fiit^l'r-'>A (Ru) , mimitH^T-"^
A (RUO2 ) <7)l*%Stt, *>Ot^l/TX<^A (R

u) , ^(iKKjt/>T-'>A (RUO2 )*^m?r^t^
#Hmt-0 Vy-( X yf-y/ie$:*t l-tt^e^Jini^-

jitfcUT. ByieH5-^x-yf-y^^coi@*^ mn^co
*affl*^T;P5-'!7i» ( A 1 ) , ^^'y (T i ) , 40

m.\\Lf-9y (Ti N) oi,\-ffL«>t'»jS;$n/im<i)t

•C'cox -vi-yyTMX'h 1. - 1 t ti.mig^T)jni

[000 1]

I..

[0002} 50

10-163447
2

tt^*c^JS»r] 1Gb i ttLhO»:iS«iS^SDRAiVl

S^fiWtiXJtSrTiOs , (Ba, Sr)Ti03
(OT, BSTtV^'P ) , (Pb. Zr) Ti03 ^0

x'ht.

[ 0 0 0 3 ] R u , miR u 02 \i^(Dtwi.miimx'

mt^m^ixx^^h^ mmmbtxRyxim^^fmw

>-3+)V- ^iv^vuy r^ux i-T^yy n
EDMj "19 9 5^, T9~-^)V'f-i'JxXY^ 11
5~1 18H« 'Sa^nT'^~tl)Vy>{iyxXV. 90 3

~9 0 6HIC, m-e^A. a-^^IP. mfy. -i^Jf

[0 0 04] LT^^yKv\'";»^i>,

Xboy-f-^A ( (Ba, Sr ) TiOs ;lilTBST

AV^'Wi, Ruc7)^S[c7)i£«g{i:3rVi. ^(TtU
^^^f^i^^<7iWW^mX'\i. RummMHi. Si
02 VX^'SrfflV^-rRffitt^:tyx-y^y/j£tJ;Off

[00051
[^BS*i»^tJ:ot-r&i6ii] -ffiiic, mm^^fv^

1 Gb i tjy±<7)<^:-t!t«ft«^DRAMS:#

2 0- 3 0 n x^WS.(n^mLif'mX:hh . U*>

1 VEPJnB^t'l x i o-sac

[0 006] t(tJ|5<?)?iK^-^>'N°i/-^tCi3V^T{i:s BST
c7)JiJ¥7&«2 5nm-C$>l.i:§s 1 VEpjnBJt'W'J-^m

a^ft(i^4x 1 0-»Acm-2T'*0. gj^Sil&lffi

[ 0 0 0 7 ] ffi:^. m=.mm^ni.'9(r>mmi'i,x:
<i±g|5^Ruc0jPl<!0f^, Ru^«0±tSiO2

UV^^yy ^tmi'ZX'Ol^'JXhimT.L. Si02 5r

A-^--y^LT, Ru<7)j[a:jfi=oTV^^:. Cc7)j:3

t«*io!$irrT'(i. s i 02 <7)m^tm^b^^oxm

[0008] ttz. RuSrlGb i t I-XhOiXiSftS?!^

«DRAMc?)TSKmffitfflV->|,|l. RuS-O. 1~0.
2 s^pyif-^XTJniL^fmJf^r'^^rv^*^ s i o
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3

ztiit. si02 mmx'h'o. RuK^-fX'yf-y

i02 -7X^'®«*i/^$<^^')s tnXSn/cRujtfSSE

C 0 0 0 9 ] *^HBOS«ii. 'J -^'mcESSJK*^''h$v^

[00 10]

tiioTSiSSni.. -f^hi^.

mxmth.fzm-^mm^^'>^i^9^zii\^x. i^_hgp

mVT-'^J^ (Ru) , ^(iig-fft-f-n^A (RuO
2 ) TS. 0 . A^-^frlEmSiiOJlii** 5 O n m^mx'h
h:ib-kmwih-thmm^^f^i^9^mm-hi,<^x'h

mm<^')'^t!:< t hmAmmmm^zmt^mmt lx
;Wt-'>A (Ru ) . ^f±K-fb/Wr-'>-i. (Ru02 >

commmtLx.mm^^tsmM%x'<D f ^ -yx -y^y
nzX^:i:.-y^y^r^n^\,^i}\ ^{iF^-^x-y^y^^
ox .y 1 «fl;®i(7)x y :/ia[a<7) 1

/I OOT-C5il.^l;tt«ffi«f4^J^«-ri>Xg^^^^r

< 1 1 *tyi b ^mib-tmm^-r^-^i^^nmmm
^rmm-rihcox'h'o. mim2cr>mMmi>i7ivi~^
A (A 1) , f-^-y (Ti ) . ^tiM'fti^^'y (t i

N) <;OV>-f^t*^fJ>l.>Ii:Sr-^0.

COO 1 2] ^^B^fS. TSBt

T-<yA (Ru) , ^(iK'ft/l'r-'^A (Ru02 ) 1
<0^^1Stsnm%X'<7) H 7 X -y y^<?)IgAi-^i

'^M.coVMMi: Vy^ ^-yi-coxmtiK UVM<r>&mS
;5^Ty^5x^i. (A 1 ) , ^^y (Ti ) , ^Jig^L^
^-y (T i N) <7)V>-m*^T'»fi^$iTJtm8ili3tt'<50X

•y^y^^IST'^ 2.>It$:#ai:-rS*iM^^A-i^:?c7)

^^T-fli^^^xfcmT', f3--omim,miz;].y-=.^A

(Ru) , ^^iK•^|y^fa'>A (Ru02 ) <7)mi<'t^

(3) #^¥10-163447
4

ix. fj^'om/l-^-'^J^ (Ru) , ^{i^K-fbyl-TX-^i.

( R u 02 ) timmi-^tsnm^x'co h ^ ^ x -y f-y

/

f-y:/cDlS*s, HtSfficoft^ffiAiTyl-SXT^A (a

1 ) . ^^y (Ti ) . ^tiM'flif-^'y (TiN) iov^

Tiii>-x-m&^tirz^mmmx'<r>x -y^yy-xm-hh
z b imib-rimm<r)iaxi}mi:imth h<7)xh

[0013]
10 imcrimmmm} aj. ^mimzmmizmmt

[0014] -m-mmb utb st$:

^^xmm^j^iy^im^L. ^m-^mmwLm
^fz, T^vmam (Pt) xh^, -e^oMft. ±gii

«ffi«KffSri oonmOTtc-ri-^tti-j-c. y-
^'«5fi*^«^H-S d fc ?rMai L/i , |5im; , m*^ 5 0

20 ^^^5 0 nmT-$!)l /I OC^M^-L. P¥75^3 0 nm
x'lm 1/15 tM'> L/; . z crimAeDmmiiT^mx'h

[0015] minrnm ltb st&
ffllK BST^zm-ttlM'WmbLXRu . Ru02
<n±.mZA 1 , T iSr/fT i N$:^tL-fil»«L/i. i

miiZX'OV'yXViMXL. UTRu.
Ru02 oj^com-f^i-CO^mttmSESrK^^x-y^y

iswmx'Rn. RUO2 &H7^x.yf-yr-ri.t.
Ru. Ru02 <7)X.y^y^^bbi>l,ZU>'XhijX.'yi~

yytmfs-t^tK Ru. Ru02 «±(^^mtti:®i
X.-y^y-f^^tf. Ru, Ru02 ^jDX-t'&.rt/JPT*

/t-§^t^t'l^!t. |B]B#lC. Ru. RUO2 C7)J^O

^^:A,{fV^'x M^if^a^Ur H7^x .y^njigt-

Jbl.ClistiliSiUv:, ClcO^a-C'Ji. Si02 m^.

*^'i^V^^i:*<Bgii,3&>i:^o/i, ttz'^2(r)%^bLX
K7 X -y t>/<^x -y^yy^mi^^ 1 tomsia<!ox

•/f-y^^JKoi/1 oiilT^oHlitt^S-fflv^sidtc

tTiil|2cOfl:fli$rx.yf-y:?'$^i--5C:fc^<. mi«
Sc7)Ru, Ru02 S:Snit.6Ci:*<T't'l)C:i:!{i«:«-*>

[00 16] Rmc. i^tCRu, RUO2 JSjWtJn
XthU, Ru, Ru02 ISgcTjJtffitA 1 . Ti^V*
\rv i N^^^L- ±iBi:|3I«!^lST'K5^x.y^y

50 ^ISHLi^-otiiiK A I , Ti^l^JiTi N{iio7t<
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(4)

5

[00 17] Htc. :^wM^mm^P^xxmmth,
[0018] m (i*5|Bfl«0^^df ^y^•i,^cO-^J5r^

t-sv-uny (s i ) w^3i.^z-mm^mti^w>

[00 19] ;a^a^M2tfC<iSrTi03 , 10

(Ba,Sr)Ti03 ( B ST) , B aT i O3 .

(Pb, Zr)Ti03 . SrBia Ta2 O9 ^ifi^

(f^>i^. l¥^(il 5~2 0 0nmCOffia7!)WStV\

[0020] ±g|5««i 1 \immiWmi}-t,tc: 0

.

jU (Ru) , ^(iK^t/Pr-'^A (RUO2 )

0 . 5 0 n m*^|| 5 n mV^±X'hhZt

[ 0 0 2 1 ] M)f 0 nm^rSi.!. iSJl^-vAV:?'

(Al ) . (Ti ) ^{iM-fkf-:^'^ (Ti N) A<

[00 22] ^itrgSmffiBtLTPt, Ru. RuO

[00 23] Hiie<50ii{ii'->-rit4jDCv^;?->NnyxyN°

•y^'^. RF-?^^:fhDyx>'N° ECRXA°>/^' 30

m. %mmmmcoumx'^mm:'hi.
[0024]

[0025] mmm 1 ) WT. *^Hj<7)iii6^j(iov^

t , 12 1 t=5:*<i^i»BBti. . 0 1 ammm im
hmm^^^'^'y^^mmmx'h^, iimmmm2ti

2 4^*-r^i/'J3y (S i ) S:K5±l::, TSUUffiS

LT p t , ^mmmm2. ±uvmt lt*iwru 4o

;!!{3 0nmm^tL/Sffijtfc^r-3TV^S. Z(r)mmmX'

(i. BSTMWi3 0nmt:'*)'9. "t^TiOffitiDC-?

b o y;?.A- V ^ U y i -3tJgj^ L/i . ±l»«
S<?)je«{±, 0. 2mm<t>(7)PiMX'h?>, n%1^^^W
^Lti^^, mmmii, 29ox'$)'o.

m^m^m^^t:^. mtm\iznL±^mmhi
RuO^5:2 0 0nm^T-^-fb$-tirTii^7t*S*, 2

0 0 nmT'JfiSX 1 0-8Acm-2, lOOnmT'l.
5 X 1 0-« A c m- 2 T'* 0 . 50

i^^TlO-1 63447
6

!t. i^^Ji, ±3^m(r>mizi^(>i'-^X'h'ytz,

[0026] mmm 2 ) mm 1 1 i^^st , «^m^
112 t LT B ST5:ffll\

/cSi02 4^*-tl>>''j3y (S i ) ftSsiC, T
isttffis t LT p t . ^mmmm 2 . ±mmmt vx r
u (30nm) , Al (lOOnm) tTffj^himzmM

^tifzmmx'hmmb-^j:-ox\,-^h. ::commmx'ii.

B S rm-li 3 0 n mT- J) 0 , "T-^TiSOllJiD C Vi^'^r^

ff^fi, 0. 2mm^cop]mx'h^<. mm^im&i

8X 1 0-SAcm-2t'^^-7it,

niiM 1 xff-^tzzb t mmiz. ±^mmcDA i

nm^-^tix. Rummitmrnm^fz. *s

*{±. ma&Mikt-yfzKn-x'h'o. ^mcomtfi

[0027] immm 3 ) *ID5fe^jT'{i. T^P^fii 3 b

LTRu02 , S^m^]12fcL-CBST, ±gp««il

(OmK^WM^bLXRu^ ||2<?)l;®ii: LTTi N

[0028] »K«*^BK-fbT'ffM^tl^ S i 02 4

i^W^')^y (Si) S«5Ji(C. T^«ffi3 (R

u02 ) , nmmm.2 (bst) , ±g?mffiitfosi

^^««i6 (Ru) . m2«om«gii7 (TiN) ^Uli^

1ffiAi2 0 0nm, B ST{i3 0 nm, Sgl C7)flffia*i

3 0nm, SS2(7)l;M*^7 0nintLf^, MttT, 1^

xXh8^>^L-, 02 (a)

;^ h StM^co i Htc j: I. 'J y 7 ^ JJffit J; OH^Ks

JDXL. 02 (b) ^JgfigLn:, COa«^K^^x-y
fy/^Sf^An, *-f. ^2S0«®i7T$)I.Ti N
^Cl2 7-7Xv:!jr';^tCj:0x-yf-y/Uc. d^O*,

X-y^y^''gMOf-\' yA-E:^]{i l 5 mT o r r , 7°7

X'hhRniOi bC \i am^^x (C\z ifilO

2 0mTorr. r^Xv/N'V-Ji 1 0 0Wt'J>^. R

:c.-y^y-^MzVi^xV\m.bA. Ltz

ilST-yvy^tiO^SLJt. ^cOfe*. 02 (c)

^>itf^, PltttC, ^2<7)«fiijli: LT. A K i

[00291 i<0IS-C(4, ^X^' fc UT S i O2

[0030] ±ieilSfef?yt'(4. |g2C0€fiilt:^-ti:

f, mkbLx^(^t.iL^mLrzi)K wjxy^Tyi/
y^mntz^k, CI2 or^X7;iirx{cJ:l.h'7'fx
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(5) W^Tl 0-163447
8

y^y^^tiomac^mwi? (tin) ^m^irzm

tt<i[§I-rS)o;t.

[0031] (mmm4 ) :^mmmxu, rmmmTh

[0032] mmm*m^itx'm^^ivrzs i 02 4

^^thi^'j^y (Si) mm5±.i,z, ru 95:3 00
nm, TiNlOSrlOOnm, 00^7"^- hnyxVN"

^mt. ms (a) ^^»«^?B«U3t. «i^h--i.

<n/^9-y^m^L. U^-'Xh-SSrJnlL, 03 (b)

tiAix. U'JXhai'^X'P tLX, T i N 1 OSrC 1

y^^gS<7)ff^](± 1 5mTo r r. r5XvyN-y-{±5

OWT'S)S, ^(tf, Ru9^02 fcC l2 co?!^;^;;?,

(CI 2 *no%) SrMt^^Tx-y^y^^Uc, CicOBScO

f-vy''N'ffi:J3{i2 0mTor r, r^Xv/^V-filO 20

0 I. . R u $• K ^ X y^> ^"^it i^':^ h {±f

W

iBSftT. TiN105rCl2 r^Xvx-y-fy
;/LI^*L, 03 (c) (C5^-rSSSrf#:t. ClcO^OX

•y^y;/gatOffiW±l 5mTo r r , 7'-7Xv/n-V-

{JSOWTS^I..

[0033] 'i^i^titim^m^mmmx-mmitim

[0034] ±ummmxii . ^mmmt lt b st 30

m\^fzi}\ ^^mii^mmzm^^ivri-^ymx
hoyf-n'A (SrTi03 ) . f-^'VK^N'U'^A (B

aT i O3 ) , ( Pb , Z r ) T i O3 S'S r B i 2 T

a2 O9 ^i:fl6<J0Si^l;{*c)lt'i,^t\

[0035] ±ieiis£i?iiTii. mm.mmiii^<Dmi:

BB{i::itCRR^$fi-f , RFv^:t^hny;^A--y^'&.

[0036] ±l5^1fS(5«T{i, R u 5:ffll,^:^:*<, *%HS
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PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To realize a thin film capacitor

wherein leak current

density is small, by forming a first electrode layer which is in contact

with

at least a high permitivity film of an upper electrode film and has a

specified

thickness, of ruthenium or ruthenium oxide.

SOLUTION: In a thin film capacitor, BST is used as a high

permitivity film

2, and a silicon (Si) substrate 5 has a surface which is

SiO<SB>2</SB> 4 formed

by heat treatment, on which substarate 5 the following are formed;

Pt as a

lower electrode 3, a high permitivity film 2, and single layer Ru as

upper

electrodes which are 30nm in thickness. An upper electrode film 1

is composed
a single layer or a plurality of layers. The first electrode layer which

is in

contact with at least the high permitivity film 2 is composed of

ruthenium(Ru)

or ruthenium oxide (RU0<SB>2</SB>). It is especially important

that the

thickness of the layer is less than 50nm and greater than or equal to

5nm.

Thereby a thin film capacitor excellent in electric characteristics can

be

realized.
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ctively to landing pads 52a, 44a, and 36a, and underlying

pattern of electrical conductors 20. In contrast to FIGS. 7 and 8

which

illustrate portions of the capacitor plates represented along line 7-7'

of FIG.

6, FIG. 9 illustrates portions of the landing pads along line 9-9' of

FIG. 6

with the capacitor plates being represented by dotted lines in the

background.

(24) Vias can be formed through polymer layer 56 to the landing

pads in the

same manner as discussed with respect to via 1 8 in FIG. 1 . The
difference

between via depths of the shallowest via 60 and the deepest via 66

is

exaggerated in FIG. 9, and, in the embodiment using the specific

materials and

thic
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